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If a and b are positive roots in the root system of a Coxeter group W, we say
that a dominates b if wb is negative whenever wa is negative for w g W. We say
that a is elementary or dominance-minimal, if it does not dominate any b / a . It
Ž .is shown by the author and R. B. Howlett Math. Ann. 296, 1993, 179]190 that the
set E of dominance-minimal roots is finite if and only if W has finite rank; this is
used to show that W is automatic. To limit the size of the relevant automata, and
possibly facilitate other Coxeter group algorithms, we give an explicit description of
the set of elementary roots. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . w x Ž .The proof of Theorem 2.8 of BH yields for a Coxeter system W, R
< <that E is bounded by
< R <Ž < < .c R q1 q1 < <R < R <d c Ž < R <q1.q1< < < <R s R y 1 ,Ž .Ý < <R y 1ds1
where c equals the cardinality of the set
 4cos nprm N r , s g R , m - ‘ and n g 1, . . . , m y 1 4Ž .r s r s r s
Ž .and m denotes the order of rs . This bound, however, is rather large.r s
For example, if
32 2² :W s r , s N r s s s rs s 1 ,Ž .
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< < < <then E s 3, but R s 2 and c s 3, and thus
< <R < R <c Ž < R <q1.q1 28< <R y 1 s 2 2 y 1 .Ž .Ž .< <R y 1
w xMoreover, the algorithm given in BH to calculate the set of elementary
w xroots is not very practical. In C , Casselman asks for a more realistic
< <algorithm and a better bound for E . We will explicitly determine E for
some Coxeter systems, and give an inductive formula for E for all other
< <Coxeter systems; this will make it possible to calculate E precisely.
2. SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL
Ž . w xLet W, R be a Coxeter system as defined in B, Hu . For r, s g R, let
 4m be the order of rs. Let P s a N r g R be the set of simple roots, andr s r
for a g P denote the element of R corresponding to a by r . Further, leta
² :V be the R-vector space with basis P, and let , : V = V “ R be a
² : Ž .symmetrical bilinear form which satisfies a , a s ycos prm for allr s r s
² :r, s g R such that m is finite, and a , a F y1 if m is infinite. Thenr s r s r s
² : Ž .r¤ [ ¤ y 2 a , ¤ a for all r g R and ¤ g V determines a faithfulr r
² :  4action of W on V which preserves , . The set F s wa N r g R, w g Wr
is the root system of W on V.
 4For S : P, the Coxeter group generated by r N a g S is denoted bya
W , and F denotes the root system of W on the subspace of V spannedS S S
Ž .by S. The Coxeter graph G S of W has vertex set S, and two vertices aS r
and a are adjoined by an edge or bond of weight m if m G 3 ors r s r s
m s ‘; if m s 3, the bond adjoining a and a is said to be simple, andr s r s r s
if m G 4 or m s ‘, the bond adjoining a and a is labelled by m .r s r s r s r s
Each root a can be written uniquely as Ý l x; we say that l is thex g P x x
Ž . Ž .coefficient coeff a of x in a . The support supp a of a is the set of allx
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..x g P with coeff a / 0, and G a [ G supp a denotes the corre-x
Ž .sponding graph. It can be easily seen that G a is finite and connected. A
Ž . Ž .root a is said to be positi¤e negati¤e , if coeff a G 0 for all x g Px
Ž Ž . .coeff a F 0 for all x g P . The sets of positive and negative roots arex
denoted by Fq and Fy, respectively. It is a well known fact that wa isr
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .positive for w g W and r g R if l wr G l w where the length l w of w
.is the minimal integer n such that w equals r ??? r for some r g R . This1 n i
yields that each root is either positive or negative. An extension of the
proof of this fact gives the next proposition.
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Ž . Ž .2.1 PROPOSITION. Let a be a root, x g P, and l s coeff a .x
Ž .i If l ) 0, then l G 1.
Ž . ² :ii If a, b G y1 for all a, b g P, then l is a polynomial in
sin lprm mŽ .
Cs 4Fmsm -‘ for a , a g P and l g N with l Fr s r s½ 5sin prm 2Ž .
Ž .with coefficients in N the non-negati¤e integers , or coefficients in yN . In0 0
Ž .particular, if 0 - l - 2, then l s 1 or l s 2 cos prm for some a , a gr s r s
P with 4 F m - ‘.r s
Ž .Proof. Let w g W and r g R with a s wa . If l w s 0, the assertionr
Ž .is trivially true; so suppose that l w ) 0, and proceed by induction. Let
Ž . Ž .s g R and w9 g W such that w s w9s and l w9 s l w y 1. Next, choose
Ž . Ž . Ž .w0 g wW of minimal length; then l w0 F l ws - l w , and thea , a 4r s
Ž . Ž .inductive hypothesis applies to w0 a and w0 a . Since l w0 r , l w0 s Gr s
Ž .l w0 by minimality of w0, the roots w0 a and w0 a are positive. Letr s
m , n G 0 be the coefficients of x in w0 a and w0 a , respectively. Further,x x r s
let u g W with w s w0 u; then ua s ma q n a for some m, n g R,a , a 4 r r sr s
and l s mm q nn .x x
If l ) 0, then m, m ) 0 or n , n ) 0. If m ) 0, a straightforwardx x
calculation of the rank 2 case yields that m G 1 and n G 0; if m ) 0, thenx
m G 1 by the inductive hypothesis. Therefore l G 0 q mm G 1 if m, mx x x
Ž .) 0; symmetrical arguments apply if n , n ) 0, and this proves i .x
² :Suppose now that a, b G y1 for all a, b g P, and denote the set of
w xpolynomials in C with coefficients in N by N C . By the inductive0 0
w xhypothesis, and since m , n G 0, we know that m , n g N C . Further,x x x x 0
² : ² : Ž .either a , a s y1, or a , a s ycos prm and m - ‘; in bothr s r s r s r s
w xcases, it can be easily verified that m and n are both in N C , or both in0
w x Ž .yN C , and ii follows.0
It is well known that F s F l V for S : P, where V denotes theS S S
span of S in V; in particular, a g F for each root a . ThereforesuppŽa .
Ž .Ž . ² :Proposition 2.1 ii can also be phrased as follows: If a, b G y1 for all
Ž . Ž .a, b g supp a , then coeff a is a polynomial inx
sin lprm mŽ .
C [ 4 F m - ‘ weight in G a and l g N with l FŽ .a ½ 5sin prm 2Ž .
with coefficients in N , or coefficients in yN . In particular, if 0 -0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .coeff a - 2, then coeff a s 1 or coeff a s 2 cos prm for somex x x
Ž .weight m in G a with 4 F m - ‘.
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w x qFollowing S , we define for a g F the depth of a to be the minimal
integer l such that wa is negative for some w g W of length l. It follows
Ž . Ž . w xthat a s ua for some s g R and u g W with dp a s l u q 1. In BH ,s
q  4it is shown that for r g R and a g F _ a ,r
² :¡dp a y 1 if a , a ) 0,Ž . r~ ² :dp a if a , a s 0,Ž .dp ra s 2.1Ž . Ž .r¢ ² :dp a q 1 if a , a - 0.Ž . r
q Ž .For a , b g F , we say that b precedes a we write b $ a if and only if}
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists a w g W such that a s wb with dp a s l w q dp b ; we
Ž .write b $ a if b $ a and b / a . Note that it follows from Eq. 2.1 that}
q  4for r g R and a g F _ a ,r
² :ra $ a m a , a ) 0.r
It is clear that each positive root is preceded by a simple one. Further-
Ž .more, if b $ a , there exists an x g supp a with b $ r a $ a : For ifx}
Ž . Ž . Ž .a s wb with dp a s l w q dp b , let u g W and x g P such that
Ž . Ž .w s r u and l w s 1 q l u ; then r a s ub andx x
dp a y 1 F dp r a s dp ub F l u q dp b s dp a y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
hence b $ r a $ a . In particular, if a is a non-simple positive root, therex}
Ž . w xexists an x g supp a with r a $ a . In BH , it is shown that $ defines ax }
partial order on the set of positive roots. If b $ a , an easy induction on}
Ž . Ž .dp a y dp b yields that the coefficients in b are less than or equal to
Ž .the corresponding coefficients in a ; moreover, if a s wb with dp a s
Ž . Ž .l w q dp b , then w g W , where S is the set of all x g P withS
Ž . Ž .coeff b - coeff a .x x
q ŽFor a , b g F , we say that a dominates b with respect to W we write
. y ya dom b if and only if wb g F whenever wa g F for w g W. In
w xBH , it is shown that dom also defines a partial order on the set of
positive roots. The dominance-minimal roots are called elementary, and the
set of elementary roots is denoted by E ; that is, E is the set of positive
roots that do not dominate any root other than themselves. From here on,
Ž .when we refer to a minimal element of a set of positive roots, we mean
precedence-minimal rather than dominance-minimal.
The next proposition summarizes some basic properties of dominance
w x Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .from BH items iv , v , and vi are not stated explicitly, but follow easily
w Ž .x.from BH, Lemma 2.3 .
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Ž .2.2 PROPOSITION. Let a and b be positi¤e roots, r g R, and w g W.
Then the following hold:
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .i a dom b if and only if a , b G 1 and dp a G dp b .
Ž . qii If a dom b and wb g F , then wa dom wb.
Ž .iii If b f E and b $ a , then a f E.}
Ž . ² :iv If ra , a F y1 and a / a , then a f E.r r
Ž . ² : Ž .v If a g E , then ra g E if and only if a , a g y1, 1 .r
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .vi If b $ a with b , a F y1 and coeff a / coeff b , thenr a a} r r
a f E.
Ž .Ž . qIt follows readily from Proposition 2.2 i that a root a in F isS
q Ž . qelementary in F with respect to W if and only if it is elementary in F .S S
This yields that Fq : E if W is finite: For in this case the subspace of VS S
² : Ž . qspanned by F is Euclidean, and so a , b g y1, 1 for a , b g F withS S
a / b.
3. OUTLINE OF STRATEGY
 Ž . 4For S : P, define E s a g E N supp a s S ; then E is the disjointS
Ž .union of all E with S : P such that G S is finite and connected. IfS
 4  4 Ž  q Ž . 4S s x , then E s x . In fact, E s a g F N supp a s S wheneverS S
. < <W is finite. Suppose next that S ) 1, and assume that E is alreadyS S9
known for all proper subsets S9 of S. In the subsequent sections, we shall
determine E inductively, our strategy being as follows.S
Ž . Ž .In Section 4, Lemma 4.1 yields that E s B if G S is not a tree, orS
Ž .contains an infinite bond, and Proposition 4.7 gives an inductive formula
Ž .for E whenever G S is a tree which contains more than one non-simpleS
bond. This leaves us to determine E forS
Ž . Ž .i S : P with G S a finite tree containing only simple bonds, and
Ž . Ž .ii S : P with G S a finite tree containing exactly one non-simple
Ž .bond of finite weight .
Ž .We proceed in Section 5 by determining E for S as in i . PropositionS
Ž . Ž .5.4 gives an inductive formula for E whenever G S contains theS
subgraph
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Ž .leaving us to determine E for S : P with G S of shapeS
Ž .In Proposition 5.4 , E is given explicitly for those S.S
Ž . Ž . Ž .In Section 6, we deal with E for S satisfying ii . Propositions 6.3 , 6.4S
Ž .give inductive formulas for E whenever G S contains one of the follow-S
ing subgraphs:
Ž . Ž .with l G 1 . This leaves us to determine E for S : P with G S of one ofS
the following shapes:
Ž . Ž . Ž .If G S is of shape 2 , Proposition 6.6 gives a description of E in termsS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of E for T with G T of shape 0 or 1 . Since E for G T of shape 0T T
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Ž . Ž .is given in Proposition 5.4 , this leaves us to determine E for G T ofT
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .shape 1 ; in Propositions 6.7 , 6.8 , and 6.12 , E is listed explicitly forT
Ž .those T for m G 6, m s 4, and m s 5, respectively .
4. INITIAL REDUCTION
Ž .The next lemma shows that E is empty unless G S is finite, and doesS
Ž .not contain any circuits or infinite bonds; that is, E s B unless G S is aS
finite tree containing only finite weights.
Ž . Ž .4.1 LEMMA. Suppose that a is a positi¤e root such that G a contains a
circuit or an infinite bond. Then a f E.
Ž .Proof. Assume that G a contains a circuit, and let b $ a be minimal}
Ž .such that G b contains a circuit. We will show that b f E ; then a f E
Ž .Ž .by Proposition 2.2 iii .
Ž .Let r g R with rb $ b. Then G rb does not contain any circuits by
Ž .minimality of b. Hence a must be part of a circuit in G b andr
Ž . Ž .a f supp rb ; that is, there exist at least two vertices b , b of G br 1 2
p 1Ž . ² : Ž .adjoined to a , and coeff rb s 0. Now a , b F ycos s y forar r i 3 2r
² : ² :  4i s 1, 2 by definition of , , while a , x F 0 for all other x g P _ a .r r
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, coeff rb s coeff b G 1 for i s 1, 2 by Propositionb bi i
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .² :2.1 i , and coeff rb G 0 for all x g P. Therefore coeff rb b , a Fx b i ri1 Ž .² :y for i s 1, 2 and coeff rb x, a F 0 for x / a . Hencex r r2
² : ² : ² :rb , a s coeff rb a , a q coeff rb x , aŽ . Ž .Ýr a r r x rr
x/ar
1 1
F 0 q y q y s y1,ž / ž /2 2
Ž .Ž .and thus b f E by Proposition 2.2 iv , as required.
Ž .A similar argument applies when G a contains an infinite bond.
The next assertion yields that a root a with coefficient 1 for some
Ž .x g P can be written as a ``sum'' minus a correction factor of roots, each
Ž .of which has as support a subset of supp a ; moreover, a is elementary if
and only if each of the ``summands'' is elementary. This will enable us to
determine E for ``large'' S inductively from E for S9 ; S.S S9
Ž .4.2 PROPOSITION. Let S : P, x g S, and S , S : S be such that1 2
Ž  4. Ž  4. ŽG S _ x and G S _ x are unions of connected components of G S _1 2
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 4.  4 Žx with S s S j S and S l S s x . Note that S and S uniquely1 2 1 2 1 2
.determine one another. Then
f : b , b g Fq = Fq N coeff b s coeff b s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 2 S S x 1 x 21 2
“ a g Fq N coeff a s 1 4Ž .S x
b , b ‹ b q b y xŽ .1 2 1 2
defines a one-one correspondence. Moreo¤er, f restricts to a one-one corre-
spondence
b , b g E = E N coeff b s coeff b s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 2 S S x 1 x 21 2
l b g E N coeff b s 1 . 4Ž .S x
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Furthermore, dp f b , b s dp b q dp b y 1 and b , b $1 2 1 2 1 2 }
Ž . q Ž . Ž .f b , b for b g F with coeff b s 1 i s 1, 2 .1 2 i S x ii
Note that an iteration of the above proposition yields the following
``finer'' decomposition of roots: Let S , . . . , S : S be such that S s S1 n 1
 4  4j ??? j S with S l S s x and no vertex in S _ x adjoined to anyn i j i
 4 Ž Ž  4.vertex in S _ x for i / j for example, if the G S _ x are the con-j i
Ž  4.nected components of G S _ x . Then
b , . . . , b ‹ b q ??? qb y n y 1 xŽ . Ž .1 n 1 n
defines a one-one correspondence between the set of n-tuples in FqS1
= ??? = Fq with coefficient 1 for x in each component, and the set of aSnq Ž .in F with coeff a s 1. Moreover, this map restricts to a one-oneS x
correspondence
b , . . . , b g E = ??? = E N coeff b s 1 for i s 1, . . . , nŽ . Ž . 41 n S S x i1 n
l b g E N coeff b s 1 . 4Ž .S x
Ž .Before we prove Proposition 4.2 , we establish two technical lemmas.
Ž .4.3 LEMMA. Let a and b be positi¤e roots such that b $ a . Further,}
Ž . Ž .let y g P such that y / b and coeff b s coeff a for all x g P withx x
² :x, y / 0. Then r b $ r a .y y}
 Ž . Ž .4Proof. Let S s x g P N coeff b - coeff a ; then there exists ax x
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :w g W with a s wb and dp a s l w q dp b . Since x, y s 0 forS
² : ² : Ž .x g S, clearly a , y s b , y and t w s wt . Equation 2.1 yields thaty y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dp r a y dp r b s dp a y dp b s l w ; furthermore,y y
r a s r wb s r w b s wr b s w r b .Ž . Ž . Ž .y y y y y
Hence r b $ r a .y y}
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Ž . Ž .4.4 LEMMA. Let a be a positi¤e root and x g P with coeff a s 1.x
Then x $ a ; that is, there exists a w g W such that a s wx andsuppŽa ._ x4}
Ž . Ž .dp a s l w q 1.
Proof. If a is of depth 1, the assertion is certainly true. Suppose now
Ž .that dp a ) 1, and proceed by induction. Let y g P with r a $ a ; thaty
² :is, a , y ) 0.
If y / x, then x $ r a by the inductive hypothesis, and thus x $ a byy} }
transitivity of $ .}
Ž . Ž .Suppose now that y s x. Then coeff r a - 1, and thus coeff r a s 0x x x x
Ž .Ž . Ž . ² : ² :by Proposition 2.1 i ; that is, 0 s coeff a y 2 a , x s 1 y 2 a , x .x
1² :So a , x s . On the other hand,2
² : ² : ² :a , x s coeff a z , x s 1 q coeff a z , x .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýz z
z/xŽ .zgsupp a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .As coeff a G 1 for z g supp a by Proposition 2.1 i , it follows that xz
1Ž . ² :is adjoined to exactly one vertex z of G r a ; moreover, x, z s y0 x 0 2
Ž .and coeff r a s 1. Therefore z $ r a by the inductive hypothesis, andz x 0 x}0
Ž .thus r z $ a by Lemma 4.3 . Since r z s x q z is certainly precededx 0 x 0 0}
by x, transitivity of $ yields that x $ a , as required.} }
Ž . Ž .Proof of 4.2 . It can be easily verified using Lemma 4.4 that f is well
defined and onto. Since f is certainly one-one, it follows that f is a
Ž .one-one correspondence. Moreover, a straightforward induction on l w1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q l w shows that f w x, w x s w w x and dp w w x s dp w x q2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
Ž .dp w x y 1 for w g W and w g W ; hence also w x, w x $2 1 S _ x4 2 S _ x4 1 2 }1 2
Ž .f w x, w x .1 2
It remains to show for w g W and w [ w w that wx f E if andi S _ x4 1 2i
Ž .Ž .only if w x f E or w x f E. Since w x, w x $ wx, Proposition 2.2 iii1 2 1 2 }
implies that wx f E if w x f E or w x f E. For the converse, suppose1 2
q  4 y1 y Ž .Ž .that wx dominates g g F _ wx . Then w g g F by Proposition 2.2 ii ,
Ž . Ž .since x g E. As w g W , in particular x f supp g . Since G g has toS _ x4
be connected, we may assume without loss of generality that g g F .S _ x41y1 q y1 Ž .Ž .Then w g g F , and therefore w x dom w g by Proposition 2.2 ii .2 1 2
y1Since wx / g , clearly w x / w g , and thus w x f E , as required.1 2 1
Ž . Ž .4.5 COROLLARY. Suppose that a is a root with G a a tree, and let
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :x, y g supp a with coeff a s 1. Then coeff a G y2 x, y . More-x y
1Ž ² : .o¤er, if x and y are adjoined by a simple bond that is, x, y s y , then2
Ž . Ž .coeff a s 1 or coeff a G 2.y y
Ž .Proof. As x $ a by Lemma 4.4 , a straightforward induction on depth}
Ž . ² :yields that coeff a G y2 x, y .y
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1² :Now suppose that x, y s y . Let a be equal to b q b y x accord-1 22
Ž . Ž  4.ing to Proposition 4.2 , where G S _ x is the connected component of1
Ž Ž .  4. q qG supp a _ x containing the vertex y and b g F , b g F . As1 S 2 S1 2
Ž . Ž  4.G a is a tree and G S _ x is connected, x is only adjoined to y in1
Ž  4. ² :  4G S _ x ; hence x, z s 0 for z g S _ x, y . Therefore the coefficient1 1
of x in r b equalsx 1
² : ² :coeff b y 2 x , b s 1 y 2 coeff b x , zŽ . Ž .Ýx 1 1 z 1
zgS1
² :s y1 y 2 coeff a x , y s coeff a y 1.Ž . Ž .y y
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .By Proposition 2.1 i , either coeff r b s 0 or coeff r b G 1, andx x 1 x x 1
the latter part of the assertion follows.
Ž . Ž .4.6 LEMMA. Let a be a root such that G a contains the subgraph
Ž . Ž .and coeff a , . . . , coeff a ) 1. Then a f E.x x1 l
Ž . Ž .Proof. If G a contains a circuit or an infinite bond, Lemma 4.1
Ž .yields the assertion. Suppose next that G a is a finite tree and contains
Ž .only finite weights. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 , we let b $ a be}
minimal with coefficients greater than 1 for x , . . . , x and x , x g1 l 0 lq1
pŽ . Ž .supp b . Denote the coefficient of x g P in b by l ; then l G 2 cosx x 4i' Ž .Ž .s 2 for i s 1, . . . , l by Proposition 2.1 ii .
² :Let z g P with r b $ b. Again, it suffices to show that r b , z F y1;z z
then b and all the roots preceded by b are non-elementary. Minimality of
 4b forces z s x for some i g 0, . . . , l q 1 .i
Ž .If i s 0, minimality of b yields further that x f supp r b , and thus0 x 0
² : ² : ² : ² :r b , x s 0 x , x q l y , x F l x , x .Ýx 0 0 0 y 0 x 1 00 1
y/x0
1' ² : Ž . Ž .Since l G 2 and x , x s ycos prm F ycos pr4 s y , thisx 1 0 11 '2
is less than or equal to y1, as required. Similar arguments apply if
i s l q 1.
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 4 Ž . Ž .If i g 1, . . . , l , then coeff r b F 1 by minimality of b. Since G bx xi i
Ž .does not contain any circuits, and G r b must be connected, Propositionx i 'Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 i forces coeff r b s 1. If i s 1, then l G 2 by Corollary 4.5x x xi i 0
Ž .Ž .together with Proposition 2.1 ii ; hence
'² : ² :l x , x s l x , x F 2 ycos prm F y1,Ž .Ž .x iy1 i x 0 1 1iy1 0
1Ž . Ž .as cos prm G . If i ) 1, Corollary 4.5 implies that l G 2, and1 x iy1'2
² :thus again l x , x F y1. Symmetrical arguments also yield thatx iy1 iiy1
² :l x , x F y1, and thereforex iq1 iiq1
² : ² : ² :r b , x F 1 q l x , x q l x , x F y1,x i x iy1 i x iq1 ii iy1 iq1
as required.
The following assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition
Ž .4.2 together with the previous lemma.
Ž . Ž .4.7 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is a finite tree which
contains the subgraph
 4 Ž X . Ž  4.For i g 1, . . . , l , let G S be the connected component of G S _ xi, 1 i
X  4 Xcontaining x , and set S [ S j x and S [ S _ S . Then0 i, 1 i, 1 i, 2 i, 1
l
E s a q b y x N a g E and b g EDS i i i i S i Si , 1 i , 2
is1
with coeff a s coeff b s 1 .Ž . Ž . 4x i x ii i
Ž .Note that the abo¤e union is not necessarily disjoint.
Observe that S and S defined above are proper subsets of S.i, 1 i, 2
Therefore E and E are already known by the inductive hypothesis,S Si, 1 i, 2
Ž . Ž .and Proposition 4.7 leaves us to determine E for S : P such that G SS
contains at most one non-simple bond.
5. SIMPLE BONDS ONLY1
Ž .For the duration of this section, let S : P such that G S is a finite tree
which contains only simple bonds; we shall determine E .S
1A description of the set of elementary roots in this case has also been obtained by J.-Y.
w xHee in the unpublished article He . I am deeply indebted to Professor Hee for permittingÂ Â
many aspects of his treatment to be incorporated in the current paper.
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² :Note that for a g F , all the coefficients in a are integers, and a , xS
1is an integer multiple of for x g S. In particular, if a is elementary and2
1 1² : ² :a / x, then a , x F ; moreover, r a $ a if and only if a , x s inx2 2
this case.
The statement of the next lemma is valid for all S : P, including the
Ž .ones for which G S contains non-simple bonds. The proof of the general
statement is slightly more involved, using tools which shall be introduced
Ž .later. Therefore we will now merely give the proof for S : P with G S a
Ž .finite tree containing only simple bonds}using that coeff a - 2 impliesx
Ž .that coeff a F 1 in this case. We shall indicate later how the proof canx
Žbe generalized compare the remark preceding the statement of Proposi-
Ž ..tion 6.4 .
Ž . Ž .5.1 LEMMA. Suppose that a is a root such that G a contains only
simple bonds, and contains the subgraph
Ž . Ž .with coeff a , . . . , coeff a G 2. Then a f E.x x1 l
Ž .Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 , let b $ a be minimal such that}
the coefficient l of x in b is greater than or equal to 2 for alli i
 4i g 1, . . . ,l , and the coefficient m of y in b is greater than 0 for allj j
 4 Ž .Ž . Ž .j g 1, 2, 3, 4 . Using Proposition 2.2 iii , iv again, it suffices to show that
² : Ž .r b , z F y1, where z g supp b with r b $ b.z z
 4Minimality of b forces z s x for some i g 1, . . . , l , or z s y for somei j
 4j g 1, 2, 3, 4 . If z s y , minimality of b yields further that y fj j
Ž . ² :supp r b ; since l , l G 2, we deduce that r b , y F y1. If z s x ,y 1 l y j ij j
Ž . Ž .minimality of b yields that coeff r b - 2; that is, coeff r b F 1.x x x xi i i i
Ž .Ž .Since m , m , m , m G 1 by Proposition 2.1 i , and l G 2 for all j, it1 2 3 4 j
² :follows that r b , x F y1, as required.x ii
The following assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition
Ž .4.2 together with the previous lemma.
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Ž . Ž .5.2 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is a tree which contains
only simple bonds and equals
where A, B : S are disjoint sets with x adjoined to at least two ¤ertices of1
Ž . Ž . Ž  4.G A , and x adjoined to at least two ¤ertices of G B , such that G A j xl 1
Ž 4 .and G x j B are connected. Thenl
l
E s a q b y x N a g E and b g EDS i i i i Aj  x , . . . , x 4 i  x , . . . , x 4j B1 i i l
is1
ha¤e coefficient 1 for x .4i
Ž .Note that the abo¤e union is in general not disjoint.
 4  4Since A j x , . . . , x and x , . . . , x j B defined above are proper1 i i l
Ž .subsets of S, this leaves us to determine E for S : P with G S of shapeS
Ž .0 , as defined in Section 3.
Ž . Ž .For S : P with G S of shape 0 , we will give a root b g E whichl, m , n S
precedes all elements of E . So if a g E , there exists a chain b s aS S l, m , n 0
Ž . Ž .$ a $ ??? $ a s a of roots with dp a s dp a q 1 for all i s1 d i iy1
Ž .Ž .1, . . . , d. By Proposition 2.2 iii , all a are elementary, and clearlyi
Ž .supp a s S; therefore a g E for all i. Since a s r a for somei i S iq1 i i
² : Ž .r g R, and a g E if and only if a , a g y1, 1 by Propositioni iq1 i r i
Ž .Ž .2.2 iv , a straightforward induction on depth will thus enable us to enlist
the elements of E .S
ŽŽ .Ž .Ž ..Define b s r ??? r r r ??? r r r ??? r r x . A straight-l, m , n z z z y y y x x x 0n 2 1 m 2 1 l 2 1
Ž .Ž .forward induction on l q m q n, using Proposition 2.2 v , yields that
b is elementary and equalsl, m , n
x q ??? qx q x q y q ??? qy q y q x q z q z q ??? qz .l 2 1 m 2 1 0 1 2 n
The next lemma implies that every element of E is preceded by b .S l, m , n
Ž . Ž .5.3 LEMMA. Let a be an elementary root such that G a contains only
Ž . Ž .simple bonds. Further, let b be a positi¤e root with coeff b F coeff ax x
for all x g P. Then b $ a . In particular, b is also elementary.}
Ž .Proof. If dp a s 1, the assertion is certainly true. Suppose next that
Ž .dp a ) 1, and proceed by induction. Let a s Ý l x and b sx g S x
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1² :Ý m x, and choose y g S with r a $ a ; then a , y s andx g S x y 2
Ž .coeff r a s l y 1.y y y
If m F l y 1, the inductive hypothesis yields that b $ r a , and they y y}
assertion follows by transitivity of $ . Next, suppose that m ) l y 1;y y}
Ž .that is, m s l . If b s y, then y $ a by Lemma 4.4 . It remains toy y }
consider the case that b / y. Since
² : ² : ² : ² :b , y s m x , y s m y , y q m x , yÝ Ýx y x
x/yxgS
1
² : ² : ² :G l y , y q l x , y s a , y s , )Ž .Ýy x 2x/y
Ž . Ž .clearly coeff r b F m y 1 s coeff r a . Therefore r b $ r a by they y y y y y y}
Ž .inductive hypothesis, and r b $ a by transitivity of $ . Since coeff r by y y} }
Ž . Ž .Ž . ² :/ coeff a and a g E , Proposition 2.2 vi yields that r b , y ) y1.y y
1² : ² : Ž . ² :On the other hand, r b , y s y b , y F y by ) , and thus r b , yy y2
1 Ž .s y . We now have equality in ) , and deduce that m s l for allx x2
² : Ž . Ž .x g P with x, y / 0; that is, coeff r b s coeff r a for all x g Px y x y
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .with x, y / 0. Therefore b s r r b $ r r a s a by Lemma 4.3 .y y y y}
As outlined above, we are now able to use inductive arguments to enlist
Ž . Ž .all elements of E for S : P with G S of shape 0 . We shall do so inS
Ž .Proposition 5.4 ; in order to state this proposition concisely, we need to
w xintroduce some more notation: Following He , we identify b with thel, m , n
diagram
In another convenient notation also due to J.-Y. Hee, we writeÂ
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as a shorthand notation for the roots
That is, the right hand branch has length 3, and the coefficients stay
constant or decrease in steps of 1 alongside it. We write
to indicate that each root on the right hand side is preceded by some root
Ž .on the left hand side. Proposition 5.4 can now be phrased as follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž .5.4 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 0 . If
l s 0, then
If l s m s 1 and n G 1, the elements of E areS
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If l s 1, m s 2, and n s 2, the elements of E areS
If l s 1, m s 2, and n s 3, the elements of E areS
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If l s 1, m s 2, and n s 4, the elements of E areS
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If l s 1, m s 2, and n G 5, the elements of E areS
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If l s 1 and m, n G 3, the elements of E areS
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If l, m, n G 2, the elements of E areS
6. NON-SIMPLE BONDS
Ž .We will now determine E for S : P such that G S contains aS
Ž .non-simple bond of finite weight m G 4. Set c [ 2 cos prm ; thenm
Žr x s x q c y if m s m that is, x and y are adjoined by a bond ofy m r rx y
.weight m in S .
Ž .Similar to Proposition 4.2 , the next assertion yields that a root a with
Ž .coefficient c for some x g P such that G a contains exactly onem
Ž .non-simple bond can be written as a ``sum'' minus a correction factor of
Ž .roots, each of which has as support a subset of supp a ; moreover, a is
elementary if and only if each of the ``summands'' is elementary.
Ž . Ž .6.1 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is a finite tree which
contains only bonds of weights 3 and m. Further, let x be in S, and suppose
Ž X . Ž  4.that G S is a union of connected components of G S _ x such that1
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Ž X  4. X  4G S j x contains only simple bonds. Define S [ S j x and S [ S _1 1 1 0
SX . Then1
f : b , b g Fq = Fq N coeff b s c , coeff b s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 1 S S x 0 m x 10 1
“ a g Fq N coeff a s c 4Ž .S x m
b , b ‹ b q c b y c xŽ .0 1 0 m 1 m
defines a one-one correspondence. Moreo¤er, f restricts to a one-one corre-
spondence
b , b g E = E N coeff b s c , coeff b s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 1 S S x 0 m x 10 1
l a g E N coeff a s c . 4Ž .S x m
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, dp f b , b s dp b q dp b y 1 and b $ f b , b0 1 0 1 0 0 1}
q q Ž . Ž .for all b g F and b g F with coeff b s c and coeff b s 1.0 S 1 S x 0 m x 10 1
Ž . Ž . ŽProposition 6.1 together with Proposition 4.2 yields that if G S _0
 4. Ž  4.x , . . . , G S _ x are pairwise disjoint unions of connected componentsk
Ž  4. Ž .of G S _ x such that G S contains only simple bonds for i G 1, andi
Ž .G S contains only bonds of weight 3 and m, then0
b , . . . , b ‹ b q c b q ??? qb y kxŽ . Ž .0 k 0 m 1 k
Ž .defines a one-one correspondence between the set of k q 1 -tuples in
Fq = ??? = Fq with coefficient c for x in the first component andS S m0 k
coefficient 1 for x in all other components, and the set of roots in Fq withS
coefficient c for x. Moreover, this map restricts to a one-one correspon-m
dence
b , . . . , b g E = ??? = E N coeff b s c andŽ . Ž . 0 k S S x 0 m0 k
coeff b s 1 for i s 1, . . . , kŽ . 4x i
l a g E N coeff a s c . 4Ž .S x m
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Furthermore, dp f b , . . . , b s dp b q ??? qdp b y k and b $0 k 0 k 0 }
Ž . q Ž . qf b , . . . , b for all b g F with coeff b s c and b g F with0 k 0 S x 0 m i S0 i
Ž .coeff b s 1 for i G 1.x i
Ž . Ž .Proof of 6.1 . We show first that f is well defined. Let b , b g0 1
q q Ž . Ž . Ž .F = F with coeff b s c and coeff b s 1. Lemma 4.4 impliesS S x 0 m x 10 1
Ž .Xthat there exists a w g W of length dp b y 1 with b s w x. Define1 S 1 1 11
Ž .a s w b . It can be easily seen that coeff a s c , and a straightforward1 0 x m
Ž .induction on l w yields that1
a s w b s b q c w x y x s b q c b y x s f b , b )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0 m 1 0 m 1 0 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .and dp f b , b s dp b q dp b y 1. Therefore f is well defined.0 1 0 1
Ž .We can furthermore deduce that b $ f b , b .0 0 1}
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It is clear that f is one-one, and we show now that f is onto. Let
a g Fq have coefficient c for x, and choose g $ a minimal withS m }
Ž .coeff g s c .x m
Assume for a contradiction that x is adjoined to at least two vertices
Ž . Ž Ž .  4.y / y in supp g . Then G supp g _ x is not connected. Therefore1 2
Ž . Ž .coeff r g ) 0 by connectedness of G r g . On the other hand, minimal-x x x
² : Ž .ity of g forces r g $ g ; that is, x, g ) 0. Hence coeff r g - c , andx x x m
Ž . Ž .Ž .thus coeff r g s 1 by Proposition 2.2 ii . If x and y are adjoined by ax x 1
² : Ž . Ž .non-simple bond, then x, y s ycos prm , and Corollary 4.5 yields
Ž .that coeff r g G c . If x and y are adjoined by a simple bond, theny x m 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .coeff g / 1 by Corollary 4.5 , and therefore coeff r g G 2 by Corol-y y x1 1
Ž .lary 4.5 . Hence in any case,
² : ² :coeff g x , y s coeff r g x , y F y1.Ž . Ž .y 1 y x 11 1
Ž .² : Ž .² :Similarly, coeff g x, y F y1. Since coeff g x, z F 0 for z /y 2 z2
x, y , y , this forces1 2
² : ² :x , g s coeff g x , z F c q y1 q y1 - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý z m
Ž .zgsupp g
² :contradicting our earlier conclusion that x, g ) 0. Therefore x is ad-
Ž . Ž .joined to at most one vertex in supp g . Connectedness of G g now yields
Ž . Ž .that supp g : S or supp g : S . The latter is impossible, as the coeffi-0 1
Ž . Ž .cients of roots in F are integers, and coeff g is not; hence supp g : S .S x 01
Since g $ a , and the coefficients of x in g and a coincide, there exists}
Ž . Ž . Ž .a w g W with a s wg and dp a s l w q dp g . Now W is theS _ x4 S _ x4
direct product of W and W X ; thus w s w w for some w g WS _ x4 S 0 1 0 S _ x40 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . qXand w g W with l w s l w q l w . Define b s w g ; then b g F1 S 0 1 0 S1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with coeff b s coeff g s c . Further, a s w b s f b , w x by ) ;x x m 1 1
hence f is onto.
It remains to show that f restricts to a one-one correspondence
Ž .Xbetween the given sets. Let w be in W and b be in F with coeff b1 S S x1 0
s c ; it suffices to show that w b f E if and only if b f E or w x f E.m 1 1
Ž . qXObserve that ) yields for d g F thatS1
² : ² :w b , d s b q c w x y x , dŽ .1 m 1
² : ² : ² :s b y c x , d q c w x , d s c w x , d . ))Ž .m m 1 m 1
It can be easily seen that w b is preceded by b ; thus w b f E by1 1
Ž .Ž . qProposition 2.2 iii if b f E. Next, suppose that w x dominates d g F1
 4 ² : Ž .Ž .X_ w x ; then d g F as x g E. Since w x, d G 1 by Proposition 2.2 i ,1 S 11
Ž . ² :Eq. )) yields that w b , d G 1. Therefore w b dom d or d dom w b1 1 1
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Ž .Ž . Ž .by Proposition 2.2 i . But d cannot dominate w b , as supp d ;1
Ž .supp w b ; hence w b f E , as required.1 1
q  4 Ž .Ž .Conversely, if w b dominates some d g F _ w b , Proposition 2.2 ii1 1
y1 y1 Žimplies that either b dom w d , or w d is negative. So b f E as1 1
. q q Ž .Ž . Ž .X Xrequired or d g F . If d g F , Proposition 2.2 i and )) imply thatS S1 11 1² : Ž .w x, d G ) . As G S contains only simple bonds, this forces1 1c 2m
² : Ž .w x, d G 1; hence d dom w x or w x dom d . Since x f supp d while1 1 1
Ž .x g supp w x , the former is impossible, and thus w x f E , as required.1 1
Ž . Ž .6.2 LEMMA. Let a be a root such that G a contains the subgraph
Ž . Ž . Ž .with coeff a ) 1 and coeff a , . . . , coeff a G 2. Then a f E.x x x0 1 l
Ž .Proof. If G a contains a circuit or an infinite bond, the assertion is
Ž . Ž .certainly true by Lemma 4.1 . Suppose next that G a is a tree which
Ž . Ž .contains only finite weights. By Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.6 , we may
Ž .assume without loss of generality that G a contains exactly one non-sim-
Ž .ple bond namely, the one of weight m with vertices x and x .0 1
Ž .As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 , let b $ a be minimal subject to the}
Ž .following conditions: y , y g supp b , the coefficient l of x in b is1 2 0 0
greater than 1, and the coefficient l of x in b is greater than or equal toi i
2 for i s 1, . . . , l.
Next, let z g P with r b $ b. Once again, it suffices to show thatz
² :r b , z F y1. Minimality of b forces z s y , y , or z s x for somez 1 2 i
 4i g 0, . . . , l .
Ž .If z s y , minimality of b yields that y f supp r b ; since l G 2, wej j y lj
² :deduce that r b , y F y1.y jj
Suppose next that z s x ; then minimality of b together with Proposi-0
Ž .Ž . Ž .tion 2.1 i yields that coeff r b s 0 or 1. In the former case, it followsx x0 0
² : Ž . Ž .easily that r b , x F y1. If coeff r b s 1, Lemma 4.4 yields thatx 0 x x0 0 0X Ž .  4 Ž X .Xr b s wx for some w g W , where S [ supp r b _ x . Let G Sx 0 S x 0 10 0
Ž .be the connected component of G S9 which contains x ; then w s w w1 1 2
Ž .X X Xwith w g W and w g W , and an easy induction on l w yields that1 S 2 S _ S 11 1
Ž .coeff w x is an integer multiple of c for all x g S . In particular,x 1 0 m 1
Ž . Ž .l s coeff r b s coeff w x g c N. Since l G 2, we deduce that1 x x x 1 0 m 11 0 1
² :l G 2c ; whence again, r b , x F y1.1 m x 00
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 4Finally, if z s x for some i g 1, . . . , l , minimality of b together withi
Ž .Ž . XProposition 2.1 ii yields that the coefficient l of x in r b equals 0, 1,i i x iX ² :or c . If l F 1, it can be easily seen that r b , x F y1; so supposem i x ii
that lX s c . If i - l, the coefficient of x in r b is an integer multiplei m iq1 x i
Ž .of c by Proposition 6.1 , and thus greater than or equal to 2c ; if i s l,m m
the coefficients of y and y in r b are integer multiples of c by1 2 x mi
Ž . ² :Proposition 6.1 . Thus in any case r b , x F y1, as required.x ii
Ž .The next assertion follows immediately from Proposition 6.1 together
with the previous lemma.
Ž . Ž .6.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose that G S is a finite tree and contains exactly
one non-simple bond, which has finite weight m. Suppose further that
Ž  4. Ž  4.with disjoint sets A, B : S such that G A j x and G B j x are0 l
Ž .connected, and x is adjoined to two or more ¤ertices of G B . Then thel
Ž .elements of E are as follows some may be listed more than once :S
Ž .  4a a q b y x , where i g 0, . . . , l and a g E , b gi i i i Aj  x , . . . , x 4 i0 i
E ha¤e coefficient 1 for x , x , . . . , x 4j B ii l
Ž .  4b a q c b y c x , where i g 1, . . . , l , a g E has co-i m i m i i Aj  x , . . . , x 40 i
efficient c for x , and b g E has coefficient 1 for x .m i i  x , . . . , x 4j B ii l
 4Note that x , . . . , x j B defined above is a proper subset of S unlessi l
 4A s B and i s 0, and A j x , . . . , x is a proper subset of S for all i.0 i
Ž .Therefore Proposition 6.3 gives an inductive description of E for thoseS
Ž .S : P with G S of the shape described above with A / B.
Ž .Arguments similar to the ones applied in the proof of Lemma 6.2 yield
that a root a is not elementary if its support contains one of the subgraphs
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..with l G 1 , and coeff a G 2 for i s 1, . . . , l compare Lemma 5.1 .x i
Ž .Together with Proposition 6.1 , this yields the next assertion, which is a
Ž .``variation'' of Proposition 5.2 .
Ž . Ž .6.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose that G S is a finite tree and contains exactly
Ž .one non-simple bond, which has finite weight m. Suppose further that G S
equals
Ž  4. Ž 4 .with l G 1 and disjoint sets A, B : S such that G A j x and G x j B1 l
Ž .are connected, x is adjoined to at least two ¤ertices of G A , and x is1 l
Ž . Ž 4 .adjoined to at least two ¤ertices of G B . Finally, suppose that G x j Bl
Žcontains only simple bonds. Then the elements of E are as follows someS
.may be listed more than once :
Ž .  4a a q b y x , where i g 1, . . . , l and a g E , b gi i i i Aj  x , . . . , x 4 i1 i
E both ha¤e coefficient 1 for x , and x , . . . , x 4j B ii l
Ž .  4b a q c b y c x , where i g 1, . . . , l , b g E has co-i m i m i i  x , . . . , x 4j Bi l
efficient 1 for x , and a g E has coefficient c for x .i i Aj  x , . . . , x 4 m i1 i
Since E X for SX ; S is already known by the inductive hypothesis,S
Ž . Ž . Ž .Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 leave us to determine E for S : P with G SS
Ž . Ž .of shapes 1 and 2 , as defined in Section 4. The next proposition
Ž .together with Lemma 6.2 will enable us to determine E for S : P withS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G S of shape 2 from E for T with G T of shape 0 or 1 .T
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.5 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 2 . Since
E does not depend on P _ S, we may assume without loss of generality thatS
 4there exists a z g P _ S such that m s 2 for all y g S _ x and m s 3.r r 1 r rz y z x1Ä Ž  4.  4Define S s S _ x j z . That is,0
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 q Ž . 4  q Ž . 4Then f : b g F N coeff b s 1 “ a g F N coeff a s 1 , b ‹ xÄS z S x 00
Ž .q c b y z defines a one-one correspondence. Moreo¤er, f restricts to am
one-one correspondence
b g E N coeff b s 1 l a g E N coeff a s 1 . 4Ž . Ž . 4ÄS z S x 0
Ž Ž .. Ž . q Ž .Furthermore, dp f b s dp b for all b g F with coeff b s 1.ÄS z
Ž .Note that the correspondences given above hold whenever G S is a tree
ÄŽ  4. Ž .such that G S _ x contains only simple bonds and G S is the graph0
Ž .obtained from G S by replacing all non-simple bonds by simple ones.
Ž . ² : ² : ² : ² :Proof of 6.5 . Since x , x s c z, x and x , y s 0 s z, y for0 1 m 1 0
 4 ² : ² :  4y g S _ x , x , clearly x , y s c z, y for y g S _ x . This yields for0 1 0 m 0
 4an arbitrary root b and y in S _ x that0
r x q c b y z s x q c r b y z . )Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y 0 m 0 m y
To show that f is well defined, let b be in Fq with coefficient 1 for z.ÄS
Ž . Ž .In accordance with Lemma 4.4 , let w g W be of length dp b y 1S _ x 40
Ž . Ž .such that b s wz. Then coeff wx s 1. Since x s x q c z y z , ax 0 0 0 m0
Ž . Ž . Žstraightforward induction on l w using ) yields that wx s x q c wz0 0 m
. Ž . Ž .y z and dp wx s dp wz ; hence f is well defined and preserves depth.0
Ž . qBy Lemma 4.4 , every element of F with coefficient 1 for x can beS 0
written as wx for some w g W ; so the above also shows that f is0 S _ x 40
onto. Since f is certainly one-one, f is a one-one correspondence. As in
Ž .the proof of Proposition 6.1 , it follows readily that f restricts to a
one-one correspondence between the set of roots in E with coefficient 1ÄS
for z, and the set of roots in E with coefficient 1 for x .S 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.6 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 2 . Then
Ž .the elements of E are as follows some may be listed more than once :S
Ž .  4a a q b y x , where i g 1, . . . , l and a g E , b gi i i i  x , . . . , x 4 i0 i
E ha¤e coefficient 1 for x ,S _ x , . . . , x 4 i0 iy1
ÄŽ . Ž . Žb x q c a y z , where a g E has coefficient 1 for z and z, SÄ0 m 0 0 S
Ž ..are as in Proposition 6.5 , and
Ž .  4c a q c b y c x , where i g 1, . . . , l , a g E has coeffi-i m i m i i  x , . . . , x 40 i
cient c for x , and b g E has coefficient 1 for x .m i i S _ x , . . . , x 4 i0 iy1
ÄŽ . Ž  4.Observe that G S and G S _ x , . . . , x defined above are of shape0 iy1
Ž .0 , and thus E and E have already been determined inÄS S _ x , . . . , x 40 iy1
Ž 4. Ž .Section 5. Since G x , . . . , x is of shape 1 , this leaves us now to0 i
Ž . Ž .determine E for S : P with G S of shape 1 .S
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Ž . Ž .From now on, suppose that G S is of shape 1 . As in Section 5 for
Ž . Ž .S : P with G S of shape 0 , we shall give roots which precede the
elements of E ; this will enable us to compile a complete list of elementsS
of E .S
Ž . Ž .Since G S is of shape 1 , every root in F is preceded by some x or y .S i j
Ž .Ž . Ž .It follows readily by Proposition 2.2 v together with Lemma 4.3 that
each element of E must be preceded by x q c y or c x q y . IfS 1 m 1 m 1 1
a g E is preceded by x q c y , a straightforward induction on n usingS 1 m 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.2 v and Lemma 4.3 yields that a is also preceded by
Ž . Ž .a [ r ??? r r x s x q c y q ??? qy , and that this is an ele-1, n y y y 1 1 m 1 nn 2 1
mentary root. We denote a by the diagram1, n
Since r a s a for i G 3 and r a $ a for all j, it follows thatx 1, n 1, n y 1, n 1, n}i j
each root in E which is preceded by, but not equal to, a , is precededS 1, n
by
Ž .with l G 2 in the latter case , which we denote by d and a , respec-1, n 2, n
tively.
² : Ž .Suppose now that m G 6. Then d , x F y1, and thus coeff b s1, n 2 x 2
Ž .Ž .0 for each elementary root b preceded by d by Proposition 2.2 vi . In1, n
particular, no root in E can be preceded by d if l G 2; therefore, eachS 1, n
root in E preceded by a must also be preceded by a if l G 2. SinceS 1, n 2, n
² : Ž .Ž . Ž .a , x F y1, Proposition 2.2 vi further yields that coeff a s 12, n 1 x1
for each a g E preceded by a . If l s 1, then a g E , and aS 2, n 1, n S
straightforward induction on depth yields a complete list of the elements
of E preceded by a . We can thus deduce the following assertion.S 1, n
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.7 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 1 . If
m G 6 is e¤en and l s n s 1, the elements of E areS
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ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž . Ž .where l s sin 2k q 1 prm rsin prm and m s sin 2kprm rsin prmk k
for k g N .0
If m G 6 is odd and l s n s 1, the elements of E areS
with l , m as abo¤e.k k
If m s 6, l s 1, and n G 2, the elements of E areS
If m G 7, l s 1, and n G 2, the elements of E areS
If m G 6 and l, n G 2, the elements of E areS
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Ž . Ž .This leaves us to determine E for G S of shape 1 as defined inS ' 4Section 3 with m g 4, 5 . Suppose first that m s 4; then c s 2 . Ifm
a g F is preceded by a , a straightforward induction on depth yieldsS 1, n
that the coefficients of the x in a are integers, and the coefficients of thei ' Žy in a are integer multiples of 2 . A straightforward induction on l usingj
Ž .Ž . Ž ..Proposition 2.2 v and Lemma 4.3 yields that each a g E which isS
preceded by a is also preceded by1, n
In accordance with the notation introduced in Section 5, we denote for
n 'Ž .  4a g N sums Ý m 2 y with m s a, m s 1, and m g m , m y 1js1 j j 1 n jq1 j j
for all j F n y 1 by the diagram
Since predecessors of elementary roots are elementary by Proposition
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..2.2 iii , straightforward inductions on depth using Proposition 2.2 v
now yield the following result.
Ž . Ž .6.8 PROPOSITION. Suppose that S is of shape 1 with m s 4.
If l s n s 1, the elements of E areS
If l s 1 and n G 2, the elements of E areS
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If l s n s 2, the elements of E areS
If l s 2 and n G 3, the elements of E areS
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If l, n G 3, the roots in E areS
Ž . Ž .It remains to determine E for S : P with G S of shape 1 andS 'p 1 q 5 2Ž .m s 5. We define c [ c s 2 cos s . Since c s c q 1, Proposi-5 5 2
Ž .Ž .tion 2.1 ii yields that the coefficients of simple roots in any element of
Fq are of the form a q bc with a, b g N ; in particular, the smallestS 0
possible positive coefficients are 1 - c - 2 - c q 1 - 3. Observe also that
q  4 Ž .F s x q ??? qx N l G i G j G 1 . So if coeff a s 1 for some x , . . . , x 4 i j xl 1 i
Ž .  4 Ž .root a g F , then coeff a g 0, 1 by Proposition 4.2 ; similarly, ifS x iq1
Ž . Ž .  4coeff a s c for some root a g F , then coeff a g 0, c by Propo-x S xi iq1
Ž .sition 6.1 . Therefore:
 4If coeff a ) 0 and coeff a g 1, c ,Ž . Ž .x xiq1 i
then coeff a s coeff a . )Ž . Ž . Ž .x xiq1 i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .6.9 LEMMA. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 1 with m s 5.
Then each root in E is preceded by one of the rootsS
Ž .In order to prove Lemma 6.9 , we establish the following two results.
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.10 LEMMA. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 1 with m s 5.
 4 Ž .Further, let a g F and i g 1, . . . , l y 1 be such that coeff a s 2 andS x i
Ž .coeff a ) 0. Then a f E.x iq1
Proof. Let b $ a be minimal such that there exists some k g 1, . . . ,}
4 Ž . Ž .l y 1 with x g supp b and coeff b s 2. Once more, it suffices tokq1 xk
² :show that r b , z F y1, where z g S with r b $ b. By minimality of b ,z z
 4we know that z g x , x .kq1 k
Ž .If z s x , minimality of b forces x f supp r b , and it followskq1 kq1 xkq 1
² :easily that r b , x F y1.x kq1kq 1
Assume for a contradiction that z s x ; then the coefficient lX of x ink k k
Ž . Ž .r b equals 0, 1, or c. Since coeff b / 0, and clearly supp b ›x xk kq1
 4 Ž . X  4x , . . . , x , x , connectedness of G r b yields that l g 1, c ; hencel kq1 k x kk
Ž . X Ž . Ž .coeff b s l by ) . If k ) 1, we deduce that coeff b s 2; butx k xkq 1 ky1
Ž .as x g supp r b , this contradicts the minimality of b. If k s 1, itk xk
Ž . Ž .follows that c ? coeff b s 2, contradicting the fact that coeff b sy y1 1
Ž . Ž .a q bc with a, b g N , and c a q bc s b q a q b c / 2.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.11 LEMMA. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 1 with m s 5
Ž .and l G 2. Further, let a g E with coeff a s c q 1. Then a is pre-S x ly 1
ceded by
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Proof. If l s 2, n s 1 the assertion can be easily verified; so suppose
that l G 2, n G 1, and l q n ) 3, and proceed by induction on l q n. Let
Ž .b $ a be minimal such that b g E and coeff b s c q 1. By transi-S x} ly 1
tivity of $ , it suffices to show that b is preceded by d .l, n}
² :Denote the coefficient of x in b by l . Then l - c q 1, as b , x - 1;l l l l
Ž .further, l ) 0 by construction. Since coeff r b s yl q c q 1 has tol x x ll l
 4be in N q cN , we find that l g 1, c . If l s c, then r b $ b and0 0 l l x l
Ž .supp r b s S, contradicting the minimality of b. Therefore l s 1; thatx ll
is,
 4Now let z g S with r b $ b ; clearly z / x , and thus z g x , y byz l ly1 n
minimality of b.
Ž .If z s y , minimality of b yields that y f supp r b ; hence r b gn n y yn n
Ž . Ž .  4E . Since coeff r b s c q 1, clearly supp r b › x , . . . , x ;S _ y 4 x y y l 1n ly1 n n
therefore n G 2. By the inductive hypothesis, r b is preceded byyn
Ž .This yields that m G c. If m G 2, then y f supp r b forcesny1 ny1 n yn
² :r b , y F y1, contradicting b g E. Therefore m s c, and thusy n ny1n
Ž . Ž . Ž .m s c by ) . By Lemma 4.3 , we find that b is preceded by r dn y l, ny1n
s d , as required.l, n
Assume next that z s x . Then the coefficient lX of x in r bly1 ly1 ly1 x ly 1X  4 Xis less than c q 1, and thus l g 0, 1, c, 2 . But l / 2 by the previ-ly1 ly1
X Ž . X Ž .ous lemma, l / c by ) , and l / 0 by connectedness of G r b .ly1 ly1 x ly 1
Therefore lX s 1. This forces l s c q 1 if l ) 2, and m s c ifly1 ly2 1
Ž . Žl s 2; furthermore, r r b g E . If l s 2, then ) applied tox x S _ x 4l ly1 l
.y , . . . , y yields that1 n
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Hence b s d , which is certainly preceded by d . If l ) 2, the inductive2, n 2, n
hypothesis yields that r r b is preceded byx xl ly1
X Ž .Since l s 1, Lemma 4.3 gives that r b is preceded byly1 x ly 1
Ž .As l s c q 1, Lemma 4.3 further yields that b is preceded byly2
Ž .r r d s d , as required.x x ly1, n l, nly 1 l
Ž .Proof of 6.9 . If l s n s 1, the assertion can be easily verified; so
assume that l, n G 1 with l q n ) 2, and proceed by induction on l q n.
Ž .Suppose that a g E , and let b $ a be minimal with supp b s S. ItS }
suffices to show that b is preceded by one of a , b , or g . Let x g Sl, n l, n l, n
 4with r b $ b. Then x g x , y by minimality of b. By symmetry, we mayx l n
assume without loss of generality that x s x . Then r b g E byl x S _ x 4l l
minimality of b.
If l s 1, then
hence b s b , as required. Suppose next that l ) 1; then the inductive1, n
hypothesis applies to r b , and this is preceded by a , b or g .x ly1, n ly1, n ly1, nl
Since the coefficient of x in r b is 0, the coefficients of x and x in bl x l ly1l
² :coincide; denote this coefficient by l . As b , x - 1, we know thatly1 l
 4l g 1, c . If r b is preceded by b or g , it follows thatly1 x ly1, n ly1, nl
Ž .l G c; that is, l s c. Now Lemma 4.3 yields that b is preceded byly1 ly1
r b s b or r g s g . If r b is preceded by a andx ly1, n l, n x ly1, n l, n x ly1, nl l l
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Ž .l s 1, we deduce from Lemma 4.3 that b is preceded by r a sly1 x ly1, nl
a , as required. Hence it remains to consider the case that a $ r bl, n ly1, n x} l
and l s c.ly1
Ž .Let g be maximal such that a $ g $ r b and coeff g s 1.ly1, n x x} } l ly1
Maximality of g yields that g $ r g $ r b. Hencex x}ly 1 l
1 - coeff r g F coeff r b s c,Ž . Ž .x x x xly 1 ly1 ly1 l
Ž . Ž .and therefore coeff r g s c. Whence either l s 2 and coeff g s c,x x yly 1 ly1 1
Ž . Ž .or l ) 2 and coeff g s c q 1. In the former case, ) gives thatx ly 2
Ž .and it follows by Lemma 4.3 that b is preceded by
Ž . Žas required. If l ) 2, Lemma 6.11 implies that g is preceded by d asly1, n
Ž .. Ž . Ž .defined in Lemma 6.11 . Since coeff g s c q 1, Lemma 4.3 yieldsx ly 2
Ž .that r g and thus r b is preceded byx xly 1 l
Ž .As l s c, it follows}again}by Lemma 4.3 that b is preceded byly1
which is clearly preceded by g , and this completes the proof.l, n
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Ž .By Lemma 6.9 , all roots in E are preceded by at least one ofS
a , b , and d . Since all predecessors of elementary roots are elemen-l, n l, n l, n
Ž .Ž .tary by Proposition 2.2 iii , straightforward inductions on depth now yield
the following assertion.
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.12 PROPOSITION. Let S : P be such that G S is of shape 1 with
m s 5. If l s n s 1, the roots in E areS
If l s 1 and n s 2, the roots in E areS
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If l s 1 and n s 3, the roots in E areS
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If l s 1 and n G 4, the roots in E areS
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Ž . Ž .where a , b are the roots
respecti¤ely.
Ž .Note that the roots preceded by both a and b are listed twice.1, n 1, n
If l, n G 2, the roots in E areS
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as well as
ŽNote that the roots preceded by more than one of a , b , g are listedl, n l, n l, n
.twice.
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